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Entry Level Profile: Student Attitudes
Toward the Teaching Profession

.

With both the quality of education and the.status of the teaching profession
so much in question recently, it seems vital that teacher educators evaluate

entry level students, not only academically, but attitudinally, as well.

Some recent.surveys indicate that,education majors tend .to be at the bottom

g of the achievement ladder as reflected in SAT and GPA scores; other surveys

a e reporting,: that the "more able" teachers tend to leave teaching after electing

t aching as a career. The general public, incited by the recent flurry of
national reports, clamor for. higher standards in schools and more competent teachers;
.while teachers, striving tovain'recognitionas professionals, ciamot for better
compensation.

In response, most schoo ls/colleges of education have been b6sy in recent

Months shoring up admission standards, tightening curricula, instituting
minimum competency tests, and reorganizing their recruitment.efforts.

. c .. .

Amidst,eae uproar little attentien,is being giving to eaching potential

as reflected in attitudes, sense of commitment and future goals of prospective

teachdrs. Who are these young women and,men who despite the problemse choose

A
teachi,ng as their career? Will achievement score data alone provide enough

information on these entry level students? What would a profile of their attitudes

say to teacher educators as they revise or recreate theolearning exper' aces that

will best prepare future teache 3? Would the information het in the greening

and advising of students as they move along in their preparation programs? Can

such data assist in planning strategies for recruitmeht?

The researchers hypothesized that the collection of such data would be

useful in answering these questions, as well as in suggesting questions for

further research. This paper presents the 0results of a study which describes

an attitude profile of undergraduate students at'entry level in a teacher prepara-

'
tion program at West Virginia University. The profile is an initial attempt to

'become sensitive to the attitudes and levels of commitment with which young women

and men enter preparation for the profession of teaching. Specifically, the study

addresses the following questionsLs

What is the level of commitment to the teaching profession aftr

one semester in a preparation program?

. What influenCed the decision to choose teaching?

What attitudes about teaching do these students.bring to the program?

What attitudes toward children/youth 'Olo they hold?

What are their career goals?
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Data Source.,

2

.studInZs enrc1.l in the prerequisite course "Introduction to Education"
were the dRa source for the study. :These students represent the total range
of teacher preparation programs-available through West Virginia University.

J "Introduction to Educ tion" course is designed to help students make
- .

an informed career decis2on a out the teaching profession. The co ent and,

activities involved in'this course are designed..to help students be me familiar

with the roles of teaohers, .students, parents, and administrators .in American
...

education. For 'approximately three-fourths of the study population this course,

is their first professional education experience. It inclUdes an early field

.1experience. t4'

Method9km.

The .141

A sur ey questionnaire addressing each objective was developed and field

tested with 186 students enrolled in. the introductory course durihg the second

to last-class session, Spring, 1983. This survey, voluntary and anonymous;

served as the pilot study. One hundred three surveys.(55.3%) were returned and the

responses were categorized through a content analysis, coded and tallied bycategory.

Based on the preliminary findings, the questionnaire was refined. ,N

4.

.

The Current Study

The refined survey was .repeated with students enrolled in the introductory

course during the Fall, 1983 and Spring, 1984 semesters. In Fall 1983, 230

surveys were distributed and 199 (86.5%) were returned. In Spring 1984, 180

surveys were distributed and 157 (87.2%) were returned. (Total = 356)

Categories for the open-ended responses were derived from a systematic con-

tent analysis of key phrases. Category definitions based on key phrases were

dpveloped and the two researchers then coded each response with 90% interrater

reliability. (Fischer Interrater Reliability Formufa) Coded dataiWere computerized

and processed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS-X) program..

Demographics: Participants were asked to indicate their class rank, certification

levels, and sex.

.Table 11

Class Rank

Class Rank Number of Responses Percent of Response

. .

Freshman 103 30.0

Sophomore . 118 34.4

Junior 94 .
27.4

Senior 28 , 8.2

n = 343 100%
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intent of the "Introduction. to Education'scourse is to help students
make.a career decision about teaching. The majority of students are Freshmen
and Sophomores (64.4%) who do have time to change their decision without sub-
stantially lengthening the time in college. Juniors (27.4%) are still able
to n . a change to some extent,. but .Seniors (8.2%) are in a difficult position.

I I

Table 2

Students For Whom This Is The First Education Course

.

First Edv.cation

Course

.

Number of Responses Percent of Response

YES ,

NO

.

253
. - 89

74% ,

26% .

n=342 100%

For the majority (74%) thismas the firtt education course they have taken,
whip is the intention of the pIogram sequence. Others because of program
scheduling conflict have delayed the course.

Table 3

Sex

Sex Number of Responses Percent of Responses

Male
----Th

Female
118

231
33.8
f)6.2

n = 349 100%

Females constituted 2/3 of the students in the course which is 'rly
representative of our education majors as a whole. In lqpking at Table 4
males and females have almost equal numbers in both the K-12 and Secondary
certification groups, but females constitute a large majority in the elementary
certification group.

Table 4

Certification Level By Sex

Certification Level Male Female

K-12 35 43

Elementary 11 .. ,115 I

Secon,4ry 66- 68

n = 112 n = 226

t
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Analysis/Interpretaiion-Of Data*

COMMITMENT TO TEACHING

Row do you-feel about a career in teaching?

Table 5

Entry Level Students' Commitment to Teaching

'4

Level of Commitment, Number of Responses Percent of Respondents

Defin itley.Not Interested
in Teaching

Doubtful About Teaching
Neutral About:Teaching'
Favorable Toward Teaching
Very Sure About Teaching

.

.

'

7

16

20

129
183

.

`r
.

2.0
4.5
5.6

36.3
'51.5

''-'

n = 355 100%

Over half (51.5%) were very sure they wanted to teach, with 36.3%
favorably inclined.' Twenty - students (5.6%) expressed neutrality (not
strohgly inclined one way or the other)kwhile 16 (4.5%) were doubtful
(not completely rejecting teaching, but doubtful about it). Only 7 (2%)

were definitely not interested in becoming a,teacher.

Since a primary purpose of the Introductory course is to help students
make an informed career decision, response to'this question is very helpful
in advising students. If asked pre and post semester, response to this
question could be useful as a departure point for conferepces with those
students who feel neutral or negative about tearthing in order to counsel
these students effectively.

Additional analysis of, this item revealed some interesting information.

Table 6

Commitment to Teaching by Class Rank

Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior

Level of n = 102 n = 118 n = 93 n = 28

Commitment .
Percent of Percent of Percent of Percent of

Respondents Respondents Respondents Respondents

Definitely Not 2.9 3.3
.

.

0 0

Doubtful 4.9 3.3 5.4 7.1

Neutral. 3.9 5.9 8.6 3.6

Favorable 29.3 38.2 35.4 67.9

Very Sure *59.0 49 3 50.b 21.4

n = .441

*Combined data for Fall 1983 and Spring 1984 surveys are reported in all instances

except for the item on "Relatives Wh9 Are Teachers".

6
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Percentages by class rank revea -fey surprises. The..4jyast majority

of entry level-students'areeither very sure they want4to teach, or favorabli,
inclined regardless of their rank: One notable difference does appear. While
half.of the students who are Freshman, Sophomores and Juniors say they are very
sure about teaching, only 21%.of the Seniors appear to be certain. This 1E
cause for some concern considering how late it is in their training. This
information can assist us in examining what Seniors may be experiencing, in
their program sequence whidh would relate to their difference in attitude
and perhaps lead us to program sequencing revisions.

.Table 7

Commitment to Teaching by Sex

Level of Commitment.
.

Percent ,of Males
.

n = 119
Percent of Females

n = 229'

, , . ,

Definitely Not 1:0 2.5

-Doubtful . 8.0 . 2,5

Neutral 9.0 4.0

Favorable 45.0
i

,
32.0

Very Sure '. Aftit. 37.0 59:0

n= 347

Overall, the male students in this sample expres6 more doubts and
neutrality about their commitment to teaching than do the females. Thirty-

... seven percent (37%) of the males indicated, that they were very 'sure about

teaching compared to.59% of the females.

cif

INFLUENCES TO TEACH

A portion'of the survey -delt with e forces that influence people

to choose teaching as a career. Responde ts.were asked:
N

What prompted you to choose teaching as a profession? ,

Om*

Do you have close relatives who are. teachers?

If you no longer want to teach, what changA your-mind?

r.

7
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Table 8

Influences on Entry Level Students' Choice of Teaching As a Career

6

,1

Category of fluence 4 of Responses % of Respohses of Respondents.

Enjoy Working with
.

e

.

Children/People 172
.

34.3 .3 -

Help Others Learn 90 , 17 9 26.3
Interest in' Subject 4

Matter - / 643 13.5 19.9
Act/Process of Teaching 49 .9.8 14.3

. The Profession 33 6.6 9.h
Family Influence/ 25 45.0 7.3
Teacher Influence., 25 5.0 7.3
Desires to Improve
Schools 16 ` 3.2 4.7

Childhood Dream 14 2.8 4.1
No Strong Influence 6 1.2 1.8
Easy Major 4 0.8 1.2

number of responses 502 49

number of respondents 342
100%

A total of 502 responses were made to this question; eleven categories of
influence, emerged. Some respondents indicated more than one influence, up to
four in some instances. "Enjoy working with children and people" was mentioned'
by over 50% of the respondents, while "desire to help others learn" accounted
for an additional 26.3%. These two areas are the overwhelming motivators for this
population of entry level students.

/-
Nearly 20% of the respondents indicated their interest in subject matter as

an.influence. (Later analysis showed that these were mainly secondary majors and
K-12 majors in music, P.E. and vocational agriculture).

Over 14% of the respondents noted the influence of the act process of
teaching ("stimulation of teaching"; 'natural teaching ability'; "previous
teaching experience"; An additional 9.6% identified "the profession" itself
as an influence ("respect for the profession"; "the profession recommended ";
"good work schedule"1.,

An equal percent of respondents (7.3%) identified family and former teachers
(or past school experience) as positive influences, while 4.1% reported that
beaming a teacher Had been a "childhood dream."

Six respondents (1.8%) revealed that little thought was given to the choice
of teaching as a career (e.g. "process of elimination"; "had difficulty choosing a
profession"; "something to fall back on"). For four students (.8-5), teaching

was chosen because it was "an easy major."

O

A



Table 9

.
. .

Entry Level Students' Reasons Leaving Teaching .

riN

Category- of RLsons
*

of Responses
.

% of Responses

......--

of Respondents -.

,

Other Professions
More Suitable

Low .Pay/Scarce Jobs
Just Undecided
DoubtTeaching Ability
Preparation Program

Inadequate .

Miscellaneous.
Low Status pi' Teach-

ing/Education

Discipline Problems
`in the Schools

Total

.19
13

6

4

-4

3

3

2

'54

.

4

35.2
24.1

11.1
7.4

7.4

5.7

5.6
,

3.7

.

.

.

41.3
28.3 . ,.

13.0
8.7

8.7

6.6

6.8
.

4.3

n = 4.1 100%
O

7

.7

Since only 16 respondents had expressed doubt about teaching, and only 7-

had.rejected it altogether (Table 5), expectedly, responses to this item were

few - 41 out of 350. A total of 54 responses were given. Over one-third of

the students responding to this question appear to have changed their minds

about teaching because of the negative image of the profession: (1,6w pay/scarce

jobs; discipline problems; low status).. However, 50% identified thei, r own

incompatibility with teaching, indicating that other professions were more suitable

for them or that they may not-have the ability to teach.

For 11 of the students, indecision about a career is still a strong factor.

Student responsekto this item were thoughtful and seemed'to reflect an appreciation

of the realities of teaching. The question remains: What should we do about these

41 students for whom teaching may not be the best career choice? Again, the survey

could become an important instrument in the advising cdmponent of the teacher educa-

tion program.

Table 10

Percent of Entry Level Students Whose Family Members Are Teachers*

.

Category Number of Responses

...

Percent of Responses

NO
YES

268

89

75.1
24.9

n = 357

*Spring 1984 Data Only

100%



Response to thit.question suggests that the influence of family may le
indirectly stronger than indicated by students' response to the question of
what Prompted them to choose teaching. Only 7.3% mentioned family influence
in the previous question, while nearly 25% of our'entry level students report
that a close family member imother, father, sister, brother, aunt, uncle,
grandparents) is an educator.

8

The motives of the entry level students in this study do not appear to
be very different from those expressed by other education majors in recent
surveys. Wood (1978) reports that students in her survey seemed to be
motivated primarily by intrinsic factors ("personalipperience with children",
'liking for children") rkther than, extrinsid factoMoinfluence of teachers,
relatives," "advantages of the job"). She noted that a review of similar
research (1955-1978) indicates a definite shift from extrinsic to intrinsic
motivatlyIn. This study corroborates her findings. A relatively small percent
cf stude:.cLi report "other adults" as an influence, and none report "job security" -
two areas high on the list in earlier research (Fielstra, 1955). and (ilaubtich, 1960).

1

ATTITUDES 71)WARD TEACHING=1
A major portion of the survey dealt with questions about entry level students'

attitudes toward teaching. Students were asked to describe briefly:

Their attitude toward teaching as a prOfession

What they hoped to accomplish as a teacher,

Table 11

Entry Level Students' Attitudes Toward Teaching As a Profession

Attitudes Toward Profession
Number of
Responses

Percent of
Responses

Percent of
Respondents

Important Profession 125 32.2 43.7

Rewarding Profession 113 29.1 39.5

Underrated Profession 81 20.1 28.3

Needs Improvement 35 9.0 12.2

Hard Work 30 7.1
#

10.5

Allows for Creativity/ . .

Diversity 4 1.0 . 1.4
'Total 378

.

= 286 100%

This question elicited total of 378 responses. Students overwhelmingly

described teaching as either an important profession (43.7%) ("I have a great

deal, of respect for teachers. In my opinio they have the most important
profession of all") or a rewarding profession (39.5%) ("Teaching canbe very

satisfying; that satisfact:,,n comes from knowing that you've helped shape a

10
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,
person's characters helped a student to thinks helped him to deal-with life").
An additional 28.3% of the respondents commented on the lack.of recognition
teachers receive, noting that teaching was in their estimation undervalued
by society. Many of those making such comments qualified them by describing
the critical role Leachers play in the.lives of children, or the difficulty
and complexity ,of the teacher's job.

Clearly many of these students view the teaching profession as having
a signficant role to play in.society despite recognized job disadvantages.

The researchers noted a definite shift in perspective is comparing
responses to the Fall 1983 and Spring 1984 surveys with the responses to the
Pilot Survey (Spring 1983). The Pilot responses to this item reflected more /
negative images and comments about the teaching profession, while the current
survey reflected more positive comments. Although students recognized that
status was still a question (pay, coildition, etc.}., and that the profession
needed improvement, they seemed more'hopeful that the image and realities of
teaching were changing fox the better. "Teaching is Hard Work" emerging as
a category is also significant. This was not.mentioned in the pilot sample.

Table 12 .

What Entry Level Students Hope To Accomplish As Teachers

Categories of ; .:complishment
Number of
Responses

Percent of
Responses.

t!Percent of

Respondents
-

Motivate Students to Learn 99 23.9 34.3

Prepare Students For the
World 74 17.8 25.6

Self- Satisfaction 54 ,

.
13.0 18.7

Pe the Best Teacher I can 49 11.8 17.0

av:_, Positive Interactions 42 ;10.1 14.5

Interest Students in Subject 40 1 '9.6 13.8

Develop Good Education
Programs 23 5.5 8.0 .

Help Students Develop
Potential 18 4.3 6..2

Be Liked and Respected 15 3.6 5.2

Earn a Living 1 0.2 , 0.3

n = .189 100%

"Motivating students to learn" comprised the largest category of responses

'(34 %). One-fourth of the respondents identified "preparing students for the

world as a goal. Responses in this category reflected coAcern for students'

learning and well being after they finished fcrmal schooling. "Self-satisfaction"

was another category mentioned frequently (18.7% of respondents). Generally

these responses indicated a desire to feel that they made a difference to a child.

Seventeen)percent of the respondents simply indicated that they wanted to do the t

best job they pOssibly could, while one respondent reported "earning a living" as 4

the goal.

.7.
4

11
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Thirteen percent (13%) specifically wanted to interest students in the
subject area; while-6% wanted to develop good prog ams. This latter category
was mentioned by music education majors particula y.

Even after mutually exclusiye categories of attitudes were derived, the
number and percentages do not adequately'reflect the richness of the resronses.
rhe.following quotations represent some of the typical attitudes. toward teaching
expressed by the students:

"I have always wanted to be a teacher and nothing can change my mind. When I was
in school my teachers gave me many opportunities to improve Myself. i want to
give my students the same opportunities."

"I never realized the field of teaching was so complex."

"I feel ,it is an up and coming professione on the way to getting the recognition
it deserves."

"Teaching is vastly underesteemed. Our best minds should be our teachers."

"Being a good teacher requires long hours and much patience."

"Teachers play such an important role in the development of children and young
adults, (indirectly as well as directly). It is marvelous 'to help'."

"Teaching keeps'a person motivated and challenged professionally and personally.
Working with those younger keeps one young."

"The most valuable. part of teaching is being able to share knowledge with others.

I .,3ppe that I can get students interested in learning more on their own after

they leave my class."

"I believe teaching is an honorable profession, a profession one should not
take lightly. Teachers set examples for stuants."

ATTITUDES TOWARD STUDENTS

Survey participants were asked to respond to the following questions:

What do you look forward to in your relationships with students?

What concerns do you have about working with students?

What do you believe a teacher's attitude toward students should be?



Table 13

What Entry Level. Students Look Forward
TO In 'Their Relationships wi h Students

,11

WO

Look Forward To . . .

Number of
Responses

Percent of
Responses

.Percent of
Respondents.

Getting to Know Students
Help Students Learn ,

Having Mutual Respect.
Observing Growth/Develop-
ment
arnipg From Students
iching Students' Lives

Providing Motivating
Experiences

126 ':,,

89
60

.

47
42
35

8 ;

4

,

.

.- ,:,

31.0
21.9

14.7

11.5
10.3

8.i 6

.

2.0

'39.5

27.9

18.8

14.7
, 13.2

,11.0 -

2.5

n=319 1 0 0 %

Perhaps the only surprise in'this array of resnonses is that the #1 response
was "Getting to Know Students"' (39.5%) . This t-4. priority over "Helping Students
Learn" (27.9%). -t is not so surprising, howeve. . when seen in light of the #1
influence in choosing teaching as a profession: joy working with children/
people." It is al7o inline with the second most frequently mentioned influence:
"Helping Others Learn" (See Table 8).

A

Additional analysis showed that when examining students' commitment to teach-
,

ing in terms of what they look orward to in their relationships with students--
respondents who rated their commitment high ("favorable" or "very sure") also
mentioned "getting to know students" and "helping students learn" more freqaently
than the 'other categories.

Table 14

Entry Level Students' Concerns
About Working With Children/Adolescents

:Concerns Number of Responses Percent of Responses Percent of Respondent

Doubt'Teaching Ability 55 32.9 4' 36.9 (._,}

Relationships with
Students 36 21.6 24.2

Discipline Problems 34 20.4 2.8

Personal Attribiltes 21 12.6 '14.1
Lack of Student
Motivation 15

_
9.0 10.1

Relationships with
Adults 6 3.6 4.0

n .7 149

13
100%
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*Many students either did not respone to this question or indicated that
they had no particular worries. Of those 149 whodid indicate their..concerns,
the majority (36.9%) most frequently ..described doubts about their ability to

.

teach effectively. Their comments reflected concerns about reaching all levels of
learners, particularly the learner with special needs, as well as their ability to
be interesting. .A significant number (24.2%) expressed worries about relating to
students. Most of these commcnts.had to do w..th establishing rapport', being patient,
being a model. Twenty-two percent (22.8%) worried about discipline; many of these
comments related to maintaining respect of the students. A number of respondents '

we worried about persona). deficiencies: speaking in front of a group, fear of
teacher burnout/stress.

Several 'students expressed concern about students who simply werenit
interested cgr motivated (10.1%); only a few (4%) mentioned working with
other adults (administrators, parents, othernteachers).as a potential problem.

'Furthr,r analysis showed that secondary majors much more frequently. cited
discipline as.a worry than K-12 or elenentary majors. The category "doubt
teaching ability" was mentioned as the highest priority worry for allIcertification
levels (K-12; secondary; elementary).

1

The nature of the responses to this question reflects serious thought on
the part of these students about the diverse roles involved in teaching. The con-
cerns pf entry level students could provide an important source of information for
program planning'and advising.

Table 15

Entry Level Students' Perceptions'
of What a Teacher's Attitude Toward Students Should Be

Teacher's Attitude Should
Be . .

Number of
Resonses

Percent of
esonses

Percent of
Resonses

Positive Attitude
Mutual Respect .

Helping Students Learn
Friendly, but Professional
Learning From Students
Being a Model

147

. 142

48

40 .

11

7

37.2

35.9
12.2
10.1
2.8
1.8

46.5
44.9
15.2
12.7

-,,

3..5

2:2
n. I= 316 100%

The overwhelming response to this question centers on having a positive attitude
(46.5%) ("be warm and caring", "want to be there"; "be open and considerate"; "really
like children"; etc.) and having mutual respect (44.9%) ("respect individuals "; "be
fair"; "treat kids as people", etc.). Other words which 'appeared frequently were:
"friendliness", "enjoyment" and "enthusiasm". When respondents cited "Helping Stu--
dents Learn", they often referred to being available to help learners.

When response to this question was analyzed in terms of certification levels,
these same two categories (Mutnal Respect and Postiive Attitude) received highest
priority for K-12, secondary and elementary majors.

Further analysis indicated that more respondents who felt favorably inclined or
verysure of teaching mentioned the two categories of "Mutual Respect" and "Positive
Attitude" than they mentioned the other categories. Clearly. for those students
most committed to teaching at this point, these two categories represented their
strongest feelings about what a teacher's attitude toward students should be.

14
A



'CAREER GOALS

13

:What do you'want to be doing professionally when ydu are 25-40-65?

Table 16

Entry Level Students Career Goals at Ages 25-40-65

4

.

.

Goal
,,

Age 25
Percent of
Responses

....2_, ,

Age 40ge
Percent of
Responses

'

Age 65
Percent of
Responses

....

,

Teach (K-12) ., 80.0 45.4
.

22.3

Another Profession 11.6 16.1 7.7

Gpduate School 10.0 _ 11.2 0.0

Education Related
:

Profession 6.5 18.1 . 19.2

Teach in College 3.5 15.3 . 6.2

Adminiitration / 0.6 . 10.4 4.6

Retire 0.0' 1.2 49.2

n = 310 . n = 249 n« 130

At age 25, 80% of these entry level students see 'themselves teaching in

classrooms (K-12). Eleven.percent (11.6%) feel they will be in a profession

other than teaching. (Thii is consistent with the number reporting reasons

for leaving teaching..(1.2.14) [Table 9).) *About 10% see:themselves pursuing

graduate level work at this point; 1While 6.5% see themselves in education fields.

othen than classroom teaching (running day cane centers, counseling, etc.) A

few go on to college teaching and a very few (0.6%) envision school administration

as a goal. 6}

At age 40, 45.4% still see themselves teaching in classrooms; more have

found another profession (16.1%),'some continue graduate study (11.2%). Fiftwan

percent (15.3%) describe themselves teaching at the college level; ten percent

(10.4%) are now school administrators, while 18.1% are still in'educated related

professions. A few optimistic souls, envision retirement at 40 (1.2%).

By age 65, 49.2% of our population wants to be retired. (Although in their'

narratives, many respondents qualified this by stating that they .would be pursuing.

new goals at retirement). Indeed 60% of the populatfbn perceive themselves as

.04ofessionally .active at age 65. Only 22.3% ,of these say they still want to be

teaching in 0assrooms, the rest. see themselves involved in work: 19.2% in

,education related jobs; 7.7% in Other professions; 6.2% teaching college; and

4.6% in administration.

Students' Career goals 'ranged from the very general:

."I plan to be an elementary school teacher. I want to work with children

from the day I.start work to the day I retire."

15
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To the very specifics' .)

b.*

"age 25 -- teaching in'a rural community and plying music on the side
age 40 -- leading a major college band and plltring professionally
age 65 --'writing (composing). Giving priVatelessons and teaching

part-time out of a university"

To the Tentative:

"I'm not sure. First I'd like to see how I am at teaching, and from there
decide".

. As students attempted to project their goals from ages 25.through 40 to 65,
the number of responses became fewer.

Sumrifar :

PROFILE OF EDUCATION STUDENTS AT ENTRY

How Do Students Feel About a Career in Teaching After One Semester in Education?

Nearly 52% are "very sure they want to..teach"; 36% are'"still.favorably
inclined"; 5.6, express neutrality; 4.5% are "doubtful"; and 2% indicate thy
are "definitely not interested in becoming a teacher". It seems that about
88% of our entry.level-students axe-strqngly committed to teaching as a career,
while abdut 12% are experiencing doubts or nega ve reactions.

Why Have Those 12% Changed Their Minds About Tea ing?

About one-third of the students responding to this item have been influenced

by negative image of the profession. Over 50% however* identified their own
incompatability with teaching as the major factor.

What Prompted Students To Choose Teaching As a Professiqp?.

lk
. "The enjoyment of working with children and people" (50.3%), and "the

desire to help others learn" (26.3%) seem to be the major motivators for
these students. "Interest in the subject matte!" was cited next most
frequently (19.9%), followed by "the act of teaching itself"(14.3%). These

were the four top factors. Like students in similar recent research, these
students appear to be more intrinsically motivated ("my personal experiences

with children", "I like to work with people"; "I love music and want to teach

it"), than extrinsically motivated, i.e. influenced by other adults or by

external rewaroks like "summers cff".

What Attitudes About Teachin Do These Students Hold?

.
In general students felt teaching was an important (43.7%), rewar'ting

(39.5%) underrated (28.3%), and difficult (12.2%) profession. Their attitudes

about the value of the teaching profession indicates that they view the profes-

sion as having a significant role to play En the future of society in spite of .

identified job disadvantages.



In describing-what they hope to accomplish as teachers the majority citemotivating students to learn/seeing results of their teaching (34.3%). Alsohigh on their list of teaching goals is preparing students for the world (25.6%).Self satisfaction (8.7%) and "being the best teacher.I can" (17%) were also citedas goals. Some students want to interest students in the subject matter (14.5%),and,provide posit:me interactions (13.13%).

What Are Students' Attitudes Toward.Children/Youth4

In their relationship with learners, these students most look forwaidto getting to know their students (39.5%) and helping students learn (27,9 %).In addition thty looked forward to providing an atmosphere of mutual respect(18.8%), observing growth (14.7%), learning from students (13.2%), and providingmotivating and enriching experiences (1a.5%).

Their concerns or worries centered on doubts about their teaching skills,especially reaching all children (36.9%), their relationshipg with students (24.2%),and anticipaticin of discipline problems, especially with adolescent learners(22.8%). Others_ mentioned personal attributes like fear of speaking before agroup or fear of burnout (14.1%), lack of student interest (10.1%), and relation-ships with other adults (4%).

.Most respondents felt a teacher's attitude toward students should be positive(46.5%) and focus on mutual respect (44.9%). The remaining responses portrayed ateacher who is willing/available to help students learn, who is friendly but in
control, and who is willing to learn from students while remaining a goodmodel.

What Are These Students..!iareer Goals?

The majority perceive themselves remaining in the classroom or in education
related professions throughout their careers. Although 36 respondents indicated
they could probably be in'"another profession" by age 25, most indicated a high
level of seriousness in long tei'm commitment to the teaching profession. Manyof these students (50.8%) see themselves as professionally active beyond age 65.

Implications

The attitude profile is .an initial attempt to become sensitive to the
. attitudes and level of commitment of those young women and men who axe preparing

for the profession of teaching. The refinement and systematic use of such a
profile can benefit eduCational efforts on at least three levels: The Teacher
Preparation Program le101, the pre-program level and the post-program level.

At the teacher preparation program level, the attitude profile can assist
in the screening and advising of entering students. For example, specific
coursework can be suggested.for those students concerned with working with
exceptional children in a traditional classroom or those concerned with speaking
in front of groups. For students who are experiencing serious doubts about
teaching individua3 counseling sessions could be arranged to assist them in
clarifying their ovn interests and goals. For those students who are no longer
interested in teaching as a career, other professions may be suggested whic4,
incorporate the attitudes which led them to enter teaching originally.
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Additionally, program development and evaluation efforts can be strengthened
with this additional data source.

At the pre-program level, recruitment of high school and pre-professional
students can be directed in a more efficient and systematic manner, focusing
on those aspects of the teaching profession that appeal most influential, to our
entering students.

At the level gf.post-program concern, inclusion of the attitude profile
with achievement-priented profiles, may eventually inable us to anticipate
the relationship of student attitudes at entry/exit to teaching behaviors in
the field.

Concluding Comments

Taken as a whole the response from this population of entry level students.;,., I.

reveal a group of young adults.who possess the kinds of attitudes, motivation and
commitment to the teaching profession that is vital in creating learning environ-
ments in schools that are caring, open and challenging. The types of persons who
seek to become teachers do not appear to be on the bottom rung of the ladder in

terms of their belief in the value of the teaching/learning process. They appear

to be persons who seek a profession thtt will give them an opporpunity to act'on
their beliefs.

Of course, data collected through attitude profiles will only be useful if

those responsible for selecifing, adviqng and training young adults for the
profession of teaching, believe that motivation, attitude and a sense of commit-

ment are sihificant factors in shaping effective teachers.

Refinements in collecting, recording and responsibly using such data remain

challenging tasks for the'educator and researcher. Ultimately, perhaps, the most

difficult task will be evaluating the (long term usefulness of such data'in pre-
dicting a person's effectiveness in the field.
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